Assignments
Problem 1: Describing function of a nonlinear device (output is the cube of its input)
(a) A nonlinear electronic device produces an output that is the cube of its input (i.e.
y =x 3). Derive the describing function of the device.
(b) The input x (t) and the output y (t) of a nonlinear system are related through the
nonlinear differential equation
y (t) =
x2(dx/dt) +2x. Determine the describing function of
the system.
Problem 2: Stability of a system described by its state equation and assumed Liapunov
function
Study the stability of the two systems described by their state-variable equations and assumed
Liapunov functions.
System I: dx1/dt = x2
dx2/dt =- x1x23
Assume V= x12+ x22
System II: dx1/dt = - x1 +2 x12 x2
dx2/dt = x2
Assume V= (1/2) x12+ x22
Problem 3: Step response of a servo using an ideal relay
A servo using an ideal relay has only second order dynamics as shown in Fig.1. Describe
and explain the expected step response.
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Problem 4: Describing function of a nonlinear
amplifier
(a) The input x (t) and the output y (t) of a nonlinear device are related through the
differential equation
y (t) = (dx/dt) 3 +x2 (dx/dt).
Determine the describing function for this device.
(b) Fig. 2 shows the gain characteristic of a nonlinear amplifier. Determine the describing
function of the amplifier fig 2
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Problem 5: Describing function of a nonlinear spring
Figs 3(a) and 3(b) show respectively the characteristic curves for a nonlinear spring and that for
the nonlinear gain of an amplifier. Derive their respective describing functions.
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Problem 6: Describing function of an on-off nonlinearity
(a) State the available techniques for analyzing non-linear systems
(b) What is the justification of neglecting harmonics in the describing function technique?
(c) Find the describing function of the on-off nonlinearity shown in Fig.4 when the input is E
sin t.
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Problem 7: Phase plane trajectory of a nonlinear differential equation
(a) State the properties of linear systems which are not valid for non-linear
systems
(b) Draw the phase-plane trajectory corresponding to the differential equation
d2x/dt 2 + dx/dt + x3 = 0
with x (0) = 1, dx/dt (0) = 0
Problem 8: Stability of a nonlinear device using Liapunov’s method
(a) Verify that
V = x14 +2x22 +2x1x2 +x12
is a Liapunov function for the system described by the equations
dx1/dt = x2
dx2/dt = -x2 –x13
(b) The differential equation of a nonlinear device is
d2x/dt 2 + 2x2 .dx/dt +x = 0 Use Liapunov’s method to determine its stability.

Solution: Problem 1

(a)Let x =A cos wt. Then y = A3cos3wt.
Cos3x = 4 cos3x –3cosx
Cos3x = (3cosx)/4 + (cos3x)/3
Describing function = y/x = A3 [(3coswt/4) + (cos3wt/4)]
A coswt
Discard the third harmonic. Then
Describing function =3A2/4

(b)
Since x = A sinwt,
Y= A3wsin2wtcoswt +2Asinwt
= A3wcoswt-A3wcos3 wt+2Asinwt
= A3wcoswt-(A3w/4) (cos3wt+3coswt) +2Asinwt
= (A3w/4) cos wt +2Asinwt-(A3w/4) cos3wt
Describing function = [(A4w2/16) +4]1/2exp [jtan-1 (A2w/8)]
Solution: Problem 2:
System I
dV/dt = 2 x1 dx1/dt +2x2dx2/dt=2x1x2+2x2(-x1-x23) =-2x34
dV/dt is less than zero for all nonzero values of x2. Hence the system is asymptotically stable.
System II
dV/dt= x1dx1/dt+2x2dx2/dt=-x12(1-2x1x2)-2x23
dV/dt is negative if 1-2x1x2 is greater than zero. This defines the region of stability in the state –
space.
Solution: Problem 3
For a second order servo with ideal relay there cannot be a limit cycle. Root locus analysis shows
that the roots can never cross into the RHP. However, as the transient oscillations decrease in
amplitude the relay ‘gain’ increases moving the roots to higher frequency. Thus in the response
to a step input there will be an initial overshoot, but the amplitude of subsequent oscillations
decreases, approaching zero, the frequency increases approaching infinity. Sketch a typical
response
Solution: Problem 4:

(a) Let x= A sin wt
Then dx/dt = Aw coswt
And y (t) = (Aw coswt) 3 + (Asinwt) 2Awcoswt
=0.25A3w3 (cos3wt+3coswt) +A3wcoswt-0.25A3w (cos3wt-3coswt)
Hence, N= (0.75 A2w3+0.25A2w) ej

/2

(b)
Let x = A Sin where A

15 and let

= sin-1 (15/A)

Then, B1 = (4/ ) [ (10 + Asin ) sin d
0

/2
+ 25 sin d

hence N (A) = B1/A
= (2/ ) [sin-1 (15/A) + (15/A2) sqrt (A2-225)

Solution: Problem 5 Nonlinear spring:

y
Let x = A sin , where A
Let = sin-1 (10/A)

10

/2
Then
B1 = (4/ ) [ 3A sin2 d
0
sin2 d

= (12A /

)

+(80/

= (6A /

0
) -(3A/ ) sin2

)+

/2
+ {30 + (A. sin -10)} sin d ]

/2
sin d + (4A/

+ (80/ ) cos

/2
)

+A -2A /

sin2 d
+ (A/ ) sin2

= (4A/ ) sin-1 (10/A)-(2A/ ) .2. (1/A) sqrt (1-(100/A2)) +(80/ ) sqrt (1-(100/A2))+A
Hence,
N (A) = 1+ (4/A) sin-1 (10/A) + (76/ ). (1/A) sqrt (1-(100/A2))

Nonlinear amplifier
Let x = A sin , where A
Let

15

= sin-1 (15/A)
Then
B1 = (4/ ) [

= (4/ ) [-10cos

(10+Asin ) d
0

+ A / 2 - (A/ 4) sin2

/2
+ 25sin d ]

+25cos ]

= (4/ )[(A/2) sin-1 (15/A)+(7.5/A) sqrt (A2-225)]
Hence,

Solution: Problem 6
(c) Describing function =4M/ E

Solution: Problem 7
(b)
The equation does not contain a term in x with a positive term. Choose w =1 and write the eqn.
as
d2x/dt 2 + x = -dx/dt – x3 + x
=-dx/dt – x3 +x
The trajectory starts at point x=1, dx/dt =0 A short arc is drawn. The mean of x and of dx/dt are
used for finding a more
accurate value of . The first arc of AB is centered at point P1 (x=.12, dx/dt= 0). BC is centered
at P2 (x=.37, dx/dt= 0).

Full trajectory is drawn blw.
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Solution: Problem 8:
(a)
V= x14+x22+(x1+x2)2

positive definite

dV/dt = 4x13dx1.dt+4x2dx2/dt+2dx1/dt.x2+2dx2/dt.x1+2x1.dx1/dt
= 4x13x2+4x2(-x2-x13) +2x22+2x1(-x2-x13) +2x1x2
= -2x22-2x14

negative definite.

Hence V is a Liapunov function showing that the system is stable.
(b)
Let x1 = x, x2 = dx/dt
dx1/dt = x2
dx2/dt = -2x12x2-x1
If V= x12+x22, then
dV/dt =2x1.dx1/dt+2x2.dx2/dt=-4x12.x22
Hence, system is stable.

negative semi-definite

Solution: Problem 9
(a) Consider x= A .sin , where A 1
Let

=sin-1(.5/A), = sin-1(1/A),
/2
10sin d ]

Then, B1 = (4/ ) [ 20[(A sin -0.5) d

= (4/ ) [10A ( - ) +10(cos -cos ) +10cos
= (40A/ ) (sin-1(1/A) - sin-1(0.5/A)) + 40.sqrt (A2-1)/ ( .A)
Hence, N (A) = (40A/ ) (sin-1(1/A) - sin-1(0.5/A) + sqrt (A2-1)/ (A2)
N (A) = B1/A== (2/ ) [sin-1 (15/A) + (15/A2) sqrt (A2-225)]
(b) For G(s) =10e-0.1s/(s(s+1)), we obtain the frequency response.
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The system will be unstable for K=10.
For the system to be stable, the gain must be less than 10*.075/.0885 i.e. K 8.52

Solution: Problem 9
(a)
Let x= A sin wt
Then dx/dt= Aw coswt
Y (t) = (Awcoswt) 3 + (Asinwt) 2Aw coswt= (1/4) A3 (cos3wt+3coswt) +A3wcoswt- (1/4). A3w
(cos3wt-3coswt).
Hence, N= (0.75 A2 w3+ .25 A2) exp (j /2)
(

Q. 1.

Differentiate between the following with the example.
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Time Variant Vs Time Invariant
linear Vs Nonlinear System
Static Vs Dynamic System
Inherent Vs Intentional Nonlinearities

ANS:
Time Variant Vs Time Invariant

When the parameters of a control system are stationary with respect to time during the operation of the
system, the system is called a time-invariant system. In practice, most physical systems contain elements
that drift or vary with time. For example, the winding resistance of an electric motor will vary when the
motor is first being excited and its temperature is rising. Another example of a time-varying system is a
guided-missile control system in which the mass of the missile decreases as the fuel on board is being
consumed during flight. Although a time-varying system without nonlinearity is still a linear system, the
analysis and design of this class of systems are usually much more complex than that of the linear timeinvariant
Linear Vs Nonlinear System

Non-linear system refers to the type of system where the output from the system does not vary directly
with respect to input to the system. The non-linear systems do not accompany the static linearity and they
are provided with threshold. Also, the fundamental of homogeneity is not accepted in non-linear systems.
The difference between non-linear system and linear system is that the superposition principle is not applied
in the non-linear system.
Non-linear systems have the following aspects when compared to the linear system,
• The non-linear systems have several equilibrium and stable points with define cycles.
• They may create sub-harmonic vibrations of constant frequency.
• They have steady state performance with different kinds of behavior.
Base differences between linear and nonlinear systems:
• input/output relationships are not linear
• nonlinear systems are described by nonlinear differential equations,
• static characteristic is not linear,
• definition of stability is more complicated,
• axiom of superposition is not valid ,
• relations between various modes of descriptions are complicated (from state space description is
not possible a simple receive transfer function),
• Nonlinear system is composed by linear and nonlinear parts.
Static Vs Dynamic System

In
general, dynamic means energetic,
capable
of
action
and/or
change,
or forceful,
while static means stationary or fixed. In computer terminology, dynamic usually means capable of action
and/or change, while static means fixed. Both terms can be applied to a number of different types of things,
such as programming languages (or components of programming languages), Web pages, and application
programs.

Inherent Vs Intentional Nonlinearities

Q. 2.

Explain the superposition, linearity, homogeneity properties with the examples.

ANS:

Homogeneity: As we increase the strength of a simple input to a linear system, say we double it, then we
predict that the output function will also be doubled. For example, if a person's voice becomes twice as
loud, the ear should respond twice as much if it's a linear system. This is called homogeneity or sometimes
the scalar rule of linear systems. Clearly, systems that obey Steven's Power Law do not obey homogeneity
and are not linear, because they show response compression or response expansion.
Additivity: Suppose we present a complex stimulus S1 such as the sound of a person's voice to the inner
ear, and we measure the electrical responses of several nerve fibers coming from the inner ear. Next, we
present a second stimulus S2 that is a little different: a different person's voice. The second stimulus also
generates a set of responses which we measure and write down. Then, we present the sum of the two stimuli
S1 + S2: we present both voices together and see what happens. If the system is linear, then the measured
response will be just the sum of its responses to each of the two stimuli presented separately.
Superposition: Systems that satisfy both homogeneity and additivity are considered to be linear systems.
These two rules, taken together, are often referred to as the principle of superposition

Q. 3.

Explain the all possible nonlinearities of the control theory.

ANS:

There are described static characteristics of nonlinear elements than are important in control technologies:
Saturation– Some devices have natural maximum values, such as voltage or pressure limitations caused by
a regulated supply. Typically occurs at sensors, amplifiers, mechanical end stops, speed limitation,
etc.

Deadband - The region where the applied voltage has no effect is called the deadband e.g. sensors, friction
in all components e.g. servomotors.Costs money to reduce friction, so it is better to compensate in
software. Small actuation signals not large enough to overcome friction. This effect is normally
known as ’stiction’, a combination of the words static and friction.

Friction– Friction is common in less expensive motors, and when a motor is driving a mechanical system.
In systems there are two type of friction that must be considered. The static friction, ’stiction’, will
prevent initial motion. If the system breaks free and starts turning, the kinetic friction will provide
a roughly constant friction.

Hysteresis and Backlash - regulation elements with ferrum, windup resulting from springiness and friction,
backlash. Correct by tracking the previous motion direction and taking extra steps when reversing
direction.

Relay characteristic - two-position and three-position with deadband or without deadband.

Q. 4.

What is the nonlinear control system? Why we need of nonlinear control system and explain its features.

ANS:

All physical systems are nonlinear. In the some area of dynamic characteristic is possible make a
linearization. Same of nonlinearities in the system are undesirable, there are parasite nonlinearities e.g.
friction, backlash, saturation, etc. Another are putting to the system wittingly, e.g. relay types
nonlinearities – simple control loops with the costless two step controllers or three step controllers.
Dynamic characteristics of nonlinear systems are described by nonlinear differential equations. Axiom of
superposition is not valid and no transfer functions. Practical systems are solved approximately or are
solved by numerical and graphical methods. The static characteristic of nonlinear system is a general
curve, which is determined by analytic expressions, graphs or values tables.
In nonlinear systems is possible generation: selfexcitation oscillations or step resonances. Base differences
between linear and nonlinear systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•

input/output relationships are not linear
nonlinear systems are described by nonlinear differential equations,
static characteristic is not linear,
definition of stability is more complicated,
axiom of superposition is not valid ,
relations between various modes of descriptions are complicated (from state space description is
not possible a simple receive transfer function),
• Nonlinear system is composed by linear and nonlinear parts.
Dividing of nonlinearities: • parasite nonlinearities – are undesirable, • voluntary loaded nonlinearities –
low-cost controllers, improvement or permit of instrument activities (e.g. deadband eliminates unwanted
oscillations), • impossible dividing (saturation extends a time of response, but it improves a stability). ‰
Methods of solution nonlinear transient responses ƒ
Analytic methods









Q. 5.

Approximation of nonlinear characteristic by analytic expression,
Approximation of nonlinear characteristic by linear partitions,
Approximation of nonlinear characteristic by tangent line or secant line in the working point
– linearization in praxis.
Estimate analytic methods
Graphic and graphic-analytic methods
Isoclines method,
Phase-space method
Numeric methods of nonlinear systems solution

What is Equilibrium point according to the linear and nonlinear control system? Also, explain the all its
possible types.

ANS:

The origin is a particular state:
• At the origin the state velocity is 0 if no inputs are applied
• Therefore if we start from the origin, the state will stay there in the ZIR
• Mathematically 0 = A.0

We can look for any state xe with such a property i.e. a state xe such that
A xe = 0
These are defined as equilibrium states

All the equilibrium states belong to the nullspace of A
• If A nonsingular then only one equilibrium state (the origin)
• If A singular then infinite equilibrium states (subspace) linear systems - equilibrium states
Note that A singular means
det(A ) = det(A - 0.I) = 0
That is ¸i = 0 is an eigenvalue of A

Type of equilibrium point Stability Property
Center Stable
Node Stable
Focus Unstable
Node Unstable
Focus
Saddle

Q. 1.

Describing function of a nonlinear device (output is the cube of its input)

(a)

A nonlinear electronic device produces an output that is the cube of its input (i.e. y =x).
Derive the describing function of the device.
The input x (t) and the output y (t) of a nonlinear system are related through the nonlinear
Differential equation
Y (t) = x2 (dx/dt) +2x.
Determine the describing function of the system.

(b)

ANS: (a)
3

Let x =A cos wt. Then y = A3 cos3 wt.
Cos3x = 4 cos3 x –3 cos x
Cos3 x = (3cosx)/4 + (cos3x)/3
Describing function = y/x = A3 [(3coswt/4) + (cos3wt/4)] / A coswt
Discard the third harmonic. Then
Describing function =3A2/4

(b)
Since x = A sinwt,
Y= A3 w sin2 wt cos wt +2Asinwt
= A3wcoswt-(A3w/4) (cos3wt+3coswt) +2Asinwt
= (A3w/4) cos wt +2Asinwt-(A3w/4) cos3wt
Describing function = [(A4w2/16) +4]1/2exp [jtan-1 (A2w/8)]
Q. 2.

(a)
(b)
(c)

Describing function of an on-off nonlinearity
State the available techniques for analyzing non-linear systems
What is the justification of neglecting harmonics in the describing function technique?
Find the describing function of the on-off nonlinearity, when the input is E =Sin t.

ANS:

(A)
In practice, all physical systems have some kind of non linearity. Sometimes it may even be desirable to
introduce a non linearity deliberately in order to improve the performance of a system and making its
operation safer. At it result, the system is more economical than linear system. One of the simplest examples
of a system with an intentionally introduced non linearity is a relay controlled or ON/OFF system. For
instance, in a typical home heating system, a furnace is turned ON when the temperature falls below a
certain specified value and OFF when the temperature exceeds another given value. Here we are going to
discuss two different types of analysis or method for analyzing the non linear systems. The two methods
are written below and briefly discussed with the help of example.
1. Describing function method in control system
2. Phase plane method in control system

(B)
Let us assume that input x to the non linear element is sinusoidal, i.e,
x= X sin wt
For this input, the output y of the non linear element will be a non sinusoidal

periodic function that may be expressed in terms of Fourier series as
symmetrical or odd half wave symmetrical; the mean

Most of non linearities are odd

value Y0 for all such case is zero and therefore output will be,
As has low pass characteristics, it can
be assumed to a good degree of approximation that all higher harmonics of y are filtered out in the process,
and the input x to the nonlinear element N is mainly contributed by fundamental component of y i.e. first
harmonics. So in the describing function analysis, we assume that only the fundamental harmonic
component of the output. Since the higher harmonics in the output of a non linear system are often of
smaller amplitude than the amplitude of fundamental harmonic component. Most control systems are low
pass filters, with the result that the higher harmonics are very much attenuated compared with the
fundamental harmonic component.

(c)

Let us take input function as

Now from the curve we can define the output as

Let us first calculate Fourier series constant A1.

On substituting the value of the output in the above equation and integrating the function from 0 to 2π we
have the value of the constant A1 as zero. Similarly we can calculate the value of Fourier constant B1 for
the given output and the value of B1 can be calculated as

On substituting the value of the output in the above equation y(t) = Y we have the value of the constant B1

Describing function =4Y/ πX

Q. 3.

ANS;

Phase portrait of a mass-spring system

Q. 4.

Phase plane trajectory of a nonlinear Control System

(a)
(b)

State the properties of linear systems which are not valid for non-linear systems
Draw the phase-plane trajectory corresponding to the given system equation
X1 =-x +3y
Y1 = 5x-3y

ANS:

Q. 5.

Write short notes on:
a) Phase plane analysis of linear and nonlinear systems

In discussing the phase plane analysis of nonlinear systems, two points should be kept in mind. Phase plane
analysis of nonlinear systems is related to that of linear systems, because the local behavior of a nonlinear
system can be approximated by the behavior of a linear system. Yet, nonlinear systems can display much
more complicated patterns in the phase plane, such as multiple equilibrium points and limit cycles. We now
discuss these points in more detail.
In the phase portrait of Figure one notes that, in contrast to linear systems, there are two singular points,
(0,0) and (-3,0). However, we also note that the features of the phase trajectories in the neighborhood of the
two singular points look very much like those of linear systems, with the first point corresponding to a
stable focus and the second to a saddle point. This similarity to a linear system in the local region of each
singular point can be formalized by linearizing the nonlinear system, as we now discuss.

b) Limit cycles
In the phase portrait of the nonlinear Van der Pol equation, shown in Figure 2.8, one observes that the
system has an unstable node at the origin. Furthermore, there is a closed curve in the phase portrait.
Trajectories inside the curve and those outside the curve all tend to this curve, while a motion started on
this curve will stay on it forever, circling periodically around the origin. This curve is an instance of the socalled "limit cycle" phenomenon. Limit cycles are unique features of nonlinear systems. In the phase plane,
a limit cycle is defined as an isolated closed curve. The trajectory has to be both closed, indicating the
periodic nature of the motion, and isolated, indicating the limiting nature of the cycle (with nearby
trajectories converging or diverging from it). Thus, while there are many closed curves in the phase portraits
of the mass-spring-damper system in Example 2.1 or the satellite system in Example these are not
considered limit cycles in this definition, because they are not isolated.

c) Lyapunov's linearization method

